Global initiative for childhood cancer and the practice of pediatric oncology nursing in Latin America and the Caribbean
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Including childhood cancer on the priority agenda of Collective Health is feasible, effective, and sustainable in order to save lives and diminish suffering and, above all, for the success of the Noncommunicable Diseases and Complications (NCDC) agenda. In addition, investment in children and adolescents, as well as the strengthening of actions and childhood cancer programs, are strategic targets for governments with the capacity to save hundreds of lives each year at a low cost per capita. Beyond the socioeconomic justification, childhood cancer deserves the spotlight as a question of equity, human rights, and social justice.

Since 2017, The World Health Assembly (WHA) has approved the Cancer Prevention and Control Resolution in the Context of an Integrated Approach. In this context, the World Health Organization (WHO) and the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) have collaborated with other international organizations and partners from the United Nations (UN) for the Global Initiative for Childhood Cancer to be launched, with the purpose of improving the situation of children and teenagers with cancer worldwide, seeking the best chances for survival, the possibility to live a full life, and, above all, to live with a dignified quality of life and die without suffering.

In fact, the WHO’s Global Initiative calls on governments to accelerate the actions to achieve the specified goals in the Global Action Plan for the Prevention and Control of Noncommunicable Diseases and the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which encompasses that set forth in the 17 Sustainable Development Goals, including: health and wellbeing, the reduction of premature mortality caused by NCDC, the reduction of inequality, among others, all aligned with the principles of Universal Health Coverage. For instance, one of the goals set forth by this Global Initiative is the increase in survival rates for at least 60% of the population by 2030. Moreover, two key goals in this Initiative are: i) to increase the capacity of countries to provide high-quality services and ii) to increase the priority of childhood cancer at global, regional, and national levels.

A technical package report – CureAll Framework: WHO Global Initiative for Childhood Cancer, has been guiding countries during the implementation of this Global Initiative (World Health Organization, 2020). CureAll is the acronym used to identify the four main pillars of the Global Initiative: C – centers of excellence: centers of excellence and health networks with specialized service providers; U – universal health coverage: comprehensive universal coverage and essential quality services; R – regimens for management: regimens and scripts for diagnoses and treatments, aimed at achieving personalized plans, which will aid in the providing of quality services through technologies and evidence-based molecularly targeted therapy; E – evaluation and monitoring: evaluation and monitoring, with robust information systems that guarantee an effective, high-quality implementation and constant improvement in the process. Additionally, the three cross-sectional facilitators of the global initiative are: A – advocacy; L – leveraged financing; L – linked policies/governance.

In this sense, the recent work entitled, “Scope of Pediatric Oncology Nursing Practice in Latin America and the Caribbean”, as part the CureAll Framework: WHO Global Initiative for Childhood Cancer, launched in January 2023 by the Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO)/World Health Organization (PAHO/WHO), is the first of its kind to gather and systematize the recommendations to support nurses and pediatric oncology nurses from Latin America and the Caribbean in their work to care for children and teenagers with cancer, along with their families.

Worldwide, cancer is one of the main causes of death in children and teenagers. Particularly in Latin America and the Caribbean, care for childhood cancer is heterogeneous, given that the health systems, health processes/management, and health results vary considerably among the different countries of the region.

The present PAHO/WHO work is geared toward health managers, hospital managers, and oncology nurses, primarily nurses and nurses who are specialists in pediatric oncology, in an attempt to identify, systematize, and consolidate the available evidence regarding the scope of the practice of
pediatric oncology nursing in Latin America and the Caribbean in such a way as to incorporate this into clinical practice, education, and research. In addition, it also aims to present the essential competencies for pediatric oncology nursing practice in Latin America and the Caribbean. To achieve this, the authors first drafted a scoping review to search for the best evidence for this practice. The theoretical foundations for the systematization of the recommendation contained in the present work was the care centered on the patient and the family (CCPF, in Portuguese), an internationally renowned and widely used reference, thus representing the theoretical framework that can facilitate the interlocution between the different realities of this practice. Also, as a theoretical basis, the *Caring for teenagers and young adults with cancer: a competence and career framework for nursing*, drafted by the Teenage Cancer Trust, linked to the *Royal College of Nursing* was used.

Thus document presents the construction process of the competencies of the nurses concerning the care provided to the teenager or young adult with cancer, sustained in six domains: 1) clinical and supportive care; 2) education and research; 3) involvement and advocacy; 4) multidisciplinary team and the course of the child or teenager with cancer and his/her family; 5) leadership and professional development; and 6) development of health policies and services.

As regards the care for cancer patients, health professionals who are part of the multidisciplinary team present the following essential competencies: provide care; prevent, control, diagnose, treat, rehabilitate, and provide integral care to the families and develop educational actions; and promote actions integrated with other sectors of society. Moreover, the study in the area of care for cancer patients is essential to generate the basis of knowledge that underpins the clinical practice and the public policies in this field, in addition to being able to identify the impact of cancer and its treatment on the lives of children and teenagers with cancer and their families, aimed at achieving personalized care. It is important to highlight the improvement in the survival rate of children and teenagers with cancer since the 1970s, respecting the differences among countries. The best indicators reflect the advances in therapies, in diagnostic exams, in improvements in supportive care, and in Nursing. In this sense, health professionals, especially nurses, educators, and regulators, need to identify and incorporate the essential competencies that determine the scope of the practice of safe and qualified care through knowledge, abilities, attitudes, and other characteristics necessary to achieve an effective professional practice. The identification of these competencies guarantees that health professionals be well-defined, promote competent work forces, facilitate evaluations, facilitate professional mobility, and aid in analyzing and evaluating the experience of the profession and the professional in the regional realm.
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